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ABSTRACT: In the teaching-learning process, teachers and pupils depend heavily on the textbook which acts
as a guide for both. Atextbook serves as a take-off and landing ground for both the teacher and the pupil. In
most of the cases, textbook is theonly tool in the hands of the learner to acquire knowledge and the only tool in
the hands of the teacher to impart and transferknowledge to the learner in the classroom situation.A large
number of textbooks are prepared and produced every year in India. Truly speaking, most of these
textbooksare often based on some rationale of the textbook writers.The research input in the preparation of
textbooks is limited. Consequently, no author is sure whether or notthe language being used for the
presentation of thematic content in the textbook would be comprehensible to the targetgroup. If the language
used in the textbook is not understandable to the learner, his learning is bound to suffer.
Thus,comprehensibility of language used in the textbooks is an important factor which helps or hampers in
conveying the message to the learner. As we know, textbooks serve as the basis for the language practice that
occurs in the classroom, the basis for the content of the lessons, the balance of skills applied and various kinds
of language practice the students take part in. The textbook oftenbecomes the major source of contact the
students have with the language, apart from the discussionoffered by the teacher. For the less-experienced
teachers, textbooks function as a form of teacher training. Right from ideas on how to plan and teach lessons
to the formats that teachers can apply in the classroom. The articletries to present a relevant issue prevailing
in the Indian context.The field of textbook language comprehensibility is comparatively less explored in India.
Formal, effective and extensive studies/ research/ training in this direction is solicited as far as India is
concerned. Appropriate tools are also required to be developed to apply conclusions of any future studies.
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IntroductionThe textbook will continue to be an essential and useful aid in the teaching-learning process. In acountry like India, where schools and students cannot easily afford various kinds of audio-visual aids, thetextbook plays a pivotal role in the interaction between the teacher and the learner. In most cases, it may bethe only tool in the hands of the teacher to impart knowledge and in the hands of the learner to acquireknowledge.It is no doubt true that a large number of textbooks are produced in India every year. Most of thetextbooks are often based on some rationale of the textbook writers. The guidelines given in the curriculumand syllabi may not be very precise and clear to be of help to the writer. There is generally lack of researchinput. There is a growing concern regarding the need for improving the quality of textbooks.Comprehensibility of language used in the textbooks is an important factor which helps or hampersin conveying the message to the learner. If the language used for presentation in a textbook of thematiccontent is not understandable to the learner, then the whole effort of the textbook writer virtually goeswaste. It has also been proved by a number of research studies conducted elsewhere that a student who isgood at language, particularly the language used as medium of instruction, is also good in other subjectareas. Understanding of concepts depends largely on one's proficiency in the language.Unfortunately, neither any state nor any central agency has specified any language content to beused in the textbooks in linguistic terms. The result is that norms of linguistic competence of our students,existing as well as expected, are not known. It is essential to find out these norms in respect of children ofdifferent age groups and develop necessary tools for the purpose of measuring comprehensibility oflanguage used in textbooks.Curriculum is developed to achieve educational objectives. The realization of the educationalobjectives depends upon the quality of curriculum. Thus, curriculum implementation implies developmentof textual materials including textbooks. The comprehensibility of textual materials, other things remainingconstant, is likely to determine the quality of curriculum implementation.
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The Concept of ComprehensibilityThe term comprehensibility of language has been defined by different educationists in differentways. Before nineteen fifties, comprehensibility was considered merely as understanding. Comprehensionof the text was defined as a type of educational test designed to measure the degree of understanding ofmaterial read. Warren (1934) defined comprehension of knowledge about an object, situation, event etc.,and the term was considered synonymous to understanding.1During fifties a little shift is observed in thedefinition of the concept of comprehensibility. Comprehensibility is defined as "the state or quality of beingcomprehensible" (Funk, 1959).2 Comprehensible is the adjective, which means capable of beingcomprehended or grasped by the mind of the learner. Bloom (1956) in his Taxonomy of EducationalObjectives pointed out that the term "Comprehension" included those objectives, behaviours or responseswhich represent an understanding of the literal message contained in a communication.3 This is one of themajor contributions in framing the concept of comprehensibility and the same has been used by test makerstill now. A number of definitions of comprehensibility are available during nineteen sixties. Among these, thedefinitions given by Gaddie (1961), Coulson et al. (1962), English and English (1965), Gove (1966),Monroe(1968), Meethan (1969) and Blishen (1969) are important. English and English (1965) definedcomprehensibility as "the ease with which a complex object or verbal expression can be understood; while itdepends on the person who is to understand, comprehensibility is conceived as a property of the object".4 Areading text measures the respondent's ability to obtain information by reading a passage, the respondentusually being required to answer questions about its content. Blishen, in his definition, emphasizedintelligent grasping of the situation at hand.5 Philip BabcockGove defined the term 'comprehended' as seeingthe nature, significance, or meaning of; grasp mentally;attain to the knowledge of 6 Reithman (1965),Lindsay(1961) and Posner (1965) observed thatapproaches to concept identification are movingtowards ananalysis of comprehension. The goal isto understand how stimuli are mapped into cognitive representationswhich allow the subject to gobeyond the information explicitly given in order toevaluate new statements.The ease of comprehension depends upon the initial structure and uponthe transfer of situation.The deviation of the concept of comprehensibility was towards a more global characterization innineteen sixties and a few important terminology like "ease at which", "intelligent grasping", "initialstructure", "transfer situation" are added to describe the concept more clearly. For the construction ofcomprehensibility tests broader areas were covered and comprehensibility of textual material wasconsidered as ability to obtain information and reproduce through proper answering of the questions.Bloom's contribution in the last decade affected the entire field of test construction. Several test makers oncomprehensibility of language, formulated and used their own working definition. For example, Mosbergand Shima (1969) have seen comprehension as a system of processes involving linguistic, psychological andperceptual events. Bormuth (1969) mentioned comprehension skills as a set of generalized knowledgeacquisition skills which permit people to acquire and exhibit information gained as a consequence ofreading printed language.7If we analyse the definitions on comprehensibility of language during nineteen seventies, wewillfind an elevation towards the communicationmodel. This became possible because of theenrichedknowledge of instructional material anddesign which influenced a lot in changing theconcept ofcomprehensibility. More clearly, theconcept of comprehension started on viewing frominput-outputprocessing. The main contributors inthis decade are Hartmann and Stork (1973) andWolman (1977).8Intheir view, "Comprehension"is constructive which involves prior knowledge,intentions, content, and taskdemands, in combination with input structure to control processing.Hartmann and Stork pointed outcomprehension asone of the basic linguistic skills, consisting of theability to listen and understand speech(auralcomprehension) or to read and understand writtenlanguage (visual comprehension)"9. Thus weseehow the concept of comprehensibility has changedfrom simple understanding to inputinformationprocessing through several stages. At present mostof the test makers prefer to consider“Comprehension" as translation, interpretation and extrapolation while constructing tests oncomprehensibilityof language.The presentational quality of the textual materialis one of the important factors for thecomprehensibility of the students. This presentational qualityof the textual material is determined by anumberof factors like, objectives to be fulfilled by thematerial, organization of the content, styleofpresentation including examples and illustrations.Once the objectives are finalized and the messageof thecontent to be communicated organizedlogically or psychologically, the medium of itscommunication comesinto focus. The medium ofcommunication refers to language, which carriesthe message. The presentation
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can be straightdescription or it can be punctuated by verbal ornon-verbal examples. Another aspect of themediumof communication of the content refers to the stylethrough which content is presented. The stylecanbe viewed from different angles. From the linguisticpoint of view it included the choice from amongthevarious combinationary possibilities of thewords, the phrases, the sentences, the paragraphs,sections, sub-sections and units. The type of styleselected for communicating particular content-textual material,contributes to its comprehensibility to a great extent.Once the comprehensibility of the language usedin the textbooks is known, it will be an easy tasktoestablish the norms.The comprehensibility of language as an area ofresearch is relatively less explored inIndia. Several fragments of works are conducted abroad on differentaspects of comprehensibility oflanguage.The comprehensibility of language used in textbooks should always be judged before acceptinganytextbook to achieve the curricular objectives.This is so because even the vast enriched contentmatterpresented in a textbook will not do anygood to the students, if its language, i.e., its communicability is not upto the reach of the students.The language ability of our children is not judgedproperly as there are no normsas such that whatshould actually be.
Understanding the three Terms:The three important terms, viz., comprehensibility, language and textbooks should be definedforthe understandability of the problem. The term "Comprehensibility" has been definedby different experts indifferent times and indifferent ways. We prefer the definition byEnglish and English given in 1965. Theydefinedcomprehensibility as "the ease with which acomplex object or verbal expression can be understood;while it depends on the person who is tounderstand, comprehensibility is conceived as aproperty of theobject".Comprehensibility is a potential emerging fromtwo sources, the learner and the learningmaterial.From the learner's point of view, comprehensibility can be defined as the ability to processreadingmaterials in a way that he can translate,interpret and extrapolate the content (textualmaterial). From theview point of the textualmaterial, comprehensibility can be defined as thequality of the presentation of thecontent (linguistic content) which leads the student to translate,interpret and extrapolate to understand thetextualmaterial with reasonable effort.Language has been defined by various linguistsand scholars. According to Carroll "a language isastructural system of arbitrary vocal sounds andsequences of sounds which is used or can be used,in inter-personal communication by an aggregationof human beings, and which rather exhaustivelycatalogues thethings, events and processes in the human environment.10 Block and Trager definelanguage as a system ofarbitrary vocal symbolsby means of which a society or group cooperates'."11 Encyclopaedia Britannica statesthat"Language is the chief means of human communication. As conventionally defined languageconsists ofvocal sounds to which meanings havebeen assigned by cultural convention; it is oftensupplemented byvarious gestures". 12 In the wordsof Halliday, "Language can be thought of asorganised noise used insituations, actual situations, or in other words contextualised systematicsound":13 the above definitions oflanguage high-light the following properties or characteristics oflanguage:a) Language is a means of communication.b) Language is a system of arbitrary vocal symbols.c) Language is always systematic.d) A language is spoken and understood in aspecific group, class or community.Keeping in view the above characteristics, thelanguage can summarily be defined as astructuredsystem of arbitrary vocal symbols by the means ofwhich people of a speech communitycommunicatewith each other.It is expected that the student would comprehendany instructional material includingtextbookeither by reading it independently or with the helpof a teacher. This is an important factorwhiletesting the comprehensibility of language used intextbooks. The comprehension of a text, infact,implies the understanding of language used in thetext which means understanding of thewords,phrases, and sentences used in text and the contentor subject matter. In school situation, thecontentis first conceived of as a curricular area which isgenerally divided into different inter-relatedunits.Each unit is, then, further divided into variousteaching units, i.e., lessons. Lessons generallyconsist ofparagraphs which are composed ofvarious inter-related sentences, phrases and words.Therefore the term"language" here includes the inter-sententional level, intra-sententional level and vocabulary.Several definitions are available on textbooks.Webster's Dictionary defines, "A textbook isanymanual of instruction, a book containing a presentation of the principles of the subject used asbasis of
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instruction". Encyclopaedia of EducationalResearch (Third Edition) describes, "In the modernsense, and, ascommonly understood, the textbookis a learning instrument usually employed inschools and colleges tosupport a programme ofinstruction. In ordinary usage the textbook isprinted, it is non-consumable, it ishardbound, itserves an avowed instructional purpose and it isplaced in the hands of the learner". TheWriter'sHandbook for the Development of EducationalMaterials, says, "Textbook is the term for a book usedin a course as the base around which thecourse is built".14After analysing the definitions of textbook, the following characteristics of a textbook may beconsidered:a) Textbook is an instructional aid or instructional material.b) Textbook contains only selected material.c) Textbook material is given in a condensedform.d) Textbook follows a systematic organizationof material.e) It is a base around which a course is built.f) Textbook material is in accordance with theneeds and interests of learners.g) It is written in such a language that is comprehensible to the learners.h) Textbook facilitates learning.i) Textbook is a means to attainment of instructional objectives,j) Textbook is prescribed for a particular classand it relates to a particular subject.
Studies in IndiaIn India, research on different aspects of comprehensibility of language is few and far between.Most of the researches conducted are at Master’s level and did not go deep into the problem ofcomprehensibility of language as such.15Studies in vocabulary comprised one fourth ofthe total number of studies conducted in India in thefield of comprehensibility of language used intextbooks. Vocabulary is the most essentialpreliminary step inlearning a language. Researchon vocabulary is, therefore, of fundamental importance with regard tolanguage comprehensibility.Basic vocabulary of children was studied in Hindiby RukmaniRamchandra(1960).16As a master'sthesis in Education, Sharma (1964) studied thevocabulary of students who havepassed theprimary class examination in the rural areas ofMadhya Pradesh. Rathore (1966) studiedthedisability in Hindi spellings as a master's thesis ineducation. Shivananda's (1976) thesis was onitemanalysis of paragraph meaning and word meaning(sub-test of standard Achievement Test). BasicHindi vocabulary in Haryana was studied in thecase of children of class IV by Sharma (1972)andclass VI by Shankar (1971). Keshar (1972) produceda 3500 word vocabulary for teaching of EnglishinIndian Schools. Mishra (1972) with an eye to thisproblem of vocabulary tried to assess if thejuvenileliterature of Hindi fulfilled this objective. Activevocabulary was surveyed by Sinha (1975) in caseofMundari Children (Bihar) and by Pai and Jeyapaul(1974) in case of Tripura Children. CIIL(1972), compiledcommon vocabulary betweenHindi and thirteen other regional languages. Inanother study CIIL (1971)compiled recall vocabulary in thirteen Indian languages. We find no research on sentences.17Shukla (1976) studied the Gujarati vocabulary ofstudents of the Surat District studying in standardIto V in the age group 6 to 11 years. He observed that students writing yielded, 1,11,869 running words alongwith other things. Kalra (1977) investigated the Basic Hindi vocabulary of children ofthird class (Usually 8+)in the state of Haryana. The total number of words he collected was 1632.Dasgupta (1978) studied the BasicVocabulary inBengali at Primary Level.Borude (1975) in his study tried to measure association value ofnonsense syllabus and meaningful words in Marathi. In a psycholinguistic studyBarr (1974) analysed theauditory perceptualdisorders in children with reference to languagelearning. Mishra et al. (1974) againstudied thebilinguals Hindi. They concluded that non-Hindispeakers carried over grammatical features aswellas modes of literary expression from the mothertongue into Hindi, some of which were in theprocess ofassimilation.It is a great demerit that the modern IndianLanguages taught in schools have not been linguisticallyanalysed nor the basic vocabulary has beenidentified, keeping in view the use of the languagein question indifferent spheres of education,administration and social inter-course. Therefore,the vocabulary studies areall based on the languagetextbook written without any linguistic analysis.In the year 1942 one test ofreading abilityappeared in the Indian Journal of Psychology.The unpublished work, "Measurement ofLinguisticAbility of Primary School Children" was conducted by Javil (1945) as a Master's thesisinEducation. Samad (1965) submitted his Master'sthesis on comprehension tests in English for 9thclass.Sharma's Hindi writing scale for primaryschool children was published in the Journal ofEducation and
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Psychology in 1957. During thesame year Siddiqui tried to find out norms forBurt's test of English (reading)as Master's thesisin Education. Javil (1961) again published his workop "Measurement of Linguistic Abilityof PrimarySchool Children."Reading skill is intrinsically connected withvocabulary. A group of three studies centeringondifferent aspects of reading has beenconducted in India intensively. Narayanaswami(1969) investigatedreading comprehension atcollege level. Ansuya (1970) in her study foundthat reading efficiency, speed andcomprehensionwere related to student's performance. Rahman(1959) sought to locate means ofencouragingreading for pleasure. Ramalingappa (1961) submitted his Master's thesis in Psychology onReading and Comprehension in relation to AcademicAchievement."A study of Reading Ability in English" wasthe Master's thesis of Athley (1963). Bhatnagar(1968)studied reading difficulties of class VI students in Hindi. Reading and comprehension in relation to classachievement of primary school childrenwas studied by Nagalakshmi (1968). Deshpande(1973) attempted toimprove the teaching to beginner through improvement in the preparation ofreading materials and in theprocess of evaluatingreading programme. In another study Ahuja andAhuja (1974) assessed speed andcomprehensionin silent and oral reading of Mysore school childrenof 12+. Krishnamurti (1971) studiedreading readiness of pre-school children by developing readingreadiness tests and other materials.Bhagoliwal in1973 in his study tried to find out the effect of printing art on reading ability of Hindi bookprint. Some studies are availableon comprehension ofreading and listening. During the year 1961Brave,as part of his Master's degree in Education, studied the listening comprehension of students in7 and 8classes of Marathi secondary school. Nagalakshmi (1962) constructed simple oral comprehension test. Giri(1963) studied the relationship between the reading comprehension in Hindiand academic achievement inclass 9 and 10 as apart of Master's thesis in Education. Another studywas conducted by Lal (1964) titled "AnInvestigation into the Mistakes in Hindi Reading." Researchwing of Bombay Municipal Corporation(1970)sought to improve and develop spoken and writtenlanguage of children communication.Chaturvediand Mohale (1972) assessed the position of different languages at different stages of schooleducation in India. They observed that time allotted forlanguage teaching and learning is more thanfortypercent of the total time in school time table.18A few studies are also available on textbooks. Chaudhry (1962) as a Master's thesis in Educationsurveyed the textbooks prescribed in General Science for classes 6, 7 and 8. Nair (1963) presented "AContent Analysis of Social StudiesTextbooks of the School Classes" as his Master'sthesis in Education. In thesame year Saraswathi (1963) prepared score cards and formulated evaluation criteria for reviewingtextbooks in GeneralScience at Primary grades for the Master's thesis in Education. In the year 1966, Kaurcritically analysed the textbooks in Social Studies for 4 and 5classes of junior basic schools in Punjab. Duringthe same year Sharma submitted his Master's thesis in Education. He dealt with the problem, "A CriticalAnalysis of the Social Studies Books Prescribed in 5th Class”. A Critical Studyof the Textbooks in Englishused in English-Medium Schools was presented by Agarwal (1967) as Master's thesis in Education.19 During1970-72Department of Textbook (NCERT) prepared abook on Preparation, Presentation and EvaluationofTextbooks in Mother tongue. The departmentalso published several research studies on textbooks."Acomparatize study of textbooks in mothertongue" was conducted by Rastogi and Sharmacovering alltheoretic and linguistic aspects oftextbooks of 6 languages at Primary level.In 1978, Srivastava and his associates conducteda study in Delhi University. The problem wasofEvaluating Communicability of the Manual forCommunity Health Workers in Village Settings.There theyhave suggested some improvement ofthe pamphlet on health care by W.H.O.20
ConclusionIn conclusion we can say that researches inIndia in the field of language comprehensibilityareconfined to reading ability, reading and listeningcomprehension, basic vocabulary and somerelatedaspects of language learning. Works on syntacticdevelopment are still needed. Comprehensive workregarding the study of the comprehensibility oflanguage used in the textbooks is yet to be undertaken withmore focused efforts.
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